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QUESTIONS / ANSWERS / CLARIFICATIONS 
 

2011-12 Overlay Project No. 11-14 
STPL 5008(107) 

 
 
 

Date: August 22, 2012 
 
 
QUESTION: If work begins in October, rubber binder paving (final lift) may not be done 
until next year. Is there oil escalation protection (oil index)? 
 
ANSWER: No. There is no oil escalation. 
 
 
QUESTION:  There is just a base bid? It is unclear on the bid forms whether there is 
just a base bid or a base bid and option. Am not sure which items are which? 
 
ANSWER:  The bidding schedule is explained in detail in the project specifications. The 
bidding schedule included with the bid forms will be modified with a letter of clarification. 
 
 
QUESTION:  Is a stormwater protection plan (SWPP) or full water protection plan 
required? 
 
ANSWER:  Only a best management plan (BMP) is required. 
 
 
QUESTION:  There is something about birds? Does the contractor have to hire a 
biologist? 
 
ANSWER:  Yes. There is a requirement regarding Swainson’s Hawk and it is the 
contractor’s responsibility to hire a biologist. 
 
 
QUESTION:  There is something referring to a lead plan? Is there lead? 
 
ANSWER:  CalTrans requires a lead plan and testing is required on grindings. This 
hasn’t been tested, so we do not know if there is any lead. 
 
QUESTION:  On Base Failure repairs: There is a requirement for removing wet 
material, how to we get paid? Is this included with the Base Failure price? 
 
ANSWER:  City of Stockton will negotiate the price or pay time and material (TNM). We 
prefer negotiated price, if possible. No, it is not included with the Base Failure bid. 
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QUESTION:  Regarding smoothness. How will crack fillers and bumps be handled? 
 
ANSWER:  The City of Stockton has marked crack filling and it will be removed. One-
inch leveling coarse will be put on top. Previously, there have been problems with 
bumps due to crack filling. The project will be removing and filling or leveling to avoid 
these problems. 
 
 
QUESTION: Item #27 will be leveling, then? 
 
ANSWER: Yes. 
 
 
Date: August 27, 2012 
 
QUESTION:  Letter of Clarification No. 1 revised the entire bid packet.  However, on the 
checklist of this new packet, some of the items listed are no longer in the new packet; 
specifically Exhibit 12-E and some of its attachments.  Should these items be deleted 
from the checklist, will a new checklist be issued, or will these attachments be added? 
 
ANSWER: The Bid Forms have been revised to include Exhibit 12-E and attachments C 
through G, which are referenced on the Bidder’s Checklist. 
 
 
QUESTION:  Is there an average width for the base failure?  This will help contractors 
determine how wide of a grinder and how many passes. 
 
ANSWER:  10' to 11' on average, there are a few spots where it widens out to 20'. 
 
 
QUESTION:  Is the Construction/Demolition/Recycling Plan/Report due at bid opening? 
 
ANSWER:  No. The plan is due at the pre-construction meeting. 
 
Date: August 28, 2012 
 
 
QUESTION:  Will the City be allowing Bay Cities and Synergy Project Management to 
bid this project considering they were late to the mandatory pre-bid?  
 
ANSWER:  Yes. It is not specified in the special provision that the latecomers are 
prohibited to bid. On the next project, the City is planning to prohibit for late pre-bid 
attendees from bidding.  
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QUESTION:  Will you be posting the questions and answers that were asked at the pre-
bid on the web site? 
 
ANSWER:  Yes. Please see Q&A section above. 
 
 
QUESTION:  On Harding Way, what are the limits of paving in each direction at 
Madison, Commerce, N. Center, El Dorado and any intersection not included in this list 
that is part of this project? 
 
ANSWER:  Please see supplemental drawings for the approximate limit paving. 
 
 
QUESTION:  On Thornton Road, what are the limits of paving in each direction at Davis 
Road, Hacienda Dr., Waudman, Lucile, Connie, Wagner Heights, Colt Dr., Stanfield Dr., 
Otto Dr., Broadridge Way, Estate Dr. and any intersection not included in this list that is 
part of this project? 
 
ANSWER:  Please see supplemental drawing, for the approximate limit paving. 
 
 
QUESTION:  Please provide limits or plans that show the paving limits. It is imperative 
that we have this information in order to properly bid these type of projects. The limits 
will let us know what type of paving operation will need to be used. 
 
ANSWER:  Please see supplemental drawings for the approximate limit.  However, the 
Engineer reserve the rights to adjust the conform grinding on intersections up to 50 feet 
if he or she deems it to be necessary.  
 
 
Date: August 30, 2012 
 
 
QUESTION:  Is there mobilization on the option bid? 
 
ANSWER:  No.   
 
 
QUESTION:  Who is responsible for temporary striping if the rubber paving is delayed 
until next year? 
 
ANSWER:  The contractor will be responsible for any temporary striping. 
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